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Abstract 28	

The critically endangered golden sun-moth Synemon plana occurs in urban fringe 29	

areas of southeastern Australia that are currently experiencing rapid and extensive 30	

development. The urban fringe is a complex and uncertain environment in which to 31	

manage threatened species with the intersection of fragmented natural habitats, built 32	

environments and human populations generating novel, poorly-understood 33	

interactions. In this context, management frameworks must incorporate ecological 34	

processes as well as social considerations. Here we explore how biodiversity 35	

sensitive urban design might improve the fate of the golden sun-moth, and 36	

threatened species generally, in urban fringe environments. We: (1) developed an 37	

expert-informed Bayesian Belief Network model that synthesises the current 38	

understanding of key determinants of golden sun-moth population viability at sites 39	

experiencing urbanising pressure; (2) quantified the nature and strength of cause-40	

effect relationships between these factors using expert knowledge; and (3) used the 41	

model to assess expectations of moth population viability in response to different 42	

combinations of management actions.  43	

We predict that adult survival, bare ground cover and cover of resource plants are 44	

the most important variables affecting the viability of golden sun-moth populations. 45	

We also demonstrate the potential for biodiversity sensitive urban design as a 46	



complementary measure to conventional management for this species. Our findings 47	

highlight how expert knowledge may be a valuable component of conservation 48	

management, especially in addressing uncertainty around conservation decisions 49	

when empirical data are lacking, and how structured expert judgements become 50	

critical in supporting decisions that may help ameliorate extinction risks faced by 51	

threatened species in urban environments. 52	

Key words: Bayesian Belief Networks, Biodiversity sensitive urban design, Grassland 53	

management, Insect conservation, Threatened species management, Urban ecology  54	

  55	



INTRODUCTION 56	

The golden sun-moth Synemon plana Walker, 1854 (Lepidoptera, Castniidae) is a 57	

listed ‘critically endangered’ endemic species occurring in the native grassland 58	

ecosystems of southeastern mainland Australia (western and northern Melbourne, 59	

and parts of the Australian Capital Territory). It is a flagship species for grassland 60	

conservation, and is threatened by the severe and on-going reduction in extent of 61	

native grassland habitat and the conversion of remaining grassland into degraded 62	

and exotic plant dominated ecosystems (Kutt et al. 2015). A large proportion of the 63	

moth’s known distribution overlaps with urban growth areas and many populations of 64	

high conservation significance now occur within a matrix of housing and industrial 65	

development (Gilmore et al. 2008).  66	

The occurrence of golden sun-moth populations adjacent to urban housing presents 67	

particular challenges for habitat management, including conflicts between different 68	

management actions that may be scientifically grounded but socially impractical or 69	

unacceptable (Whitehead et al. 2014). For example, the golden sun-moth prefers 70	

grasslands of low biomass that are dominated by native Austrostipa and 71	

Rytidosperma that were historically maintained by native herbivore grazing and 72	

periodic intense fire (Dorrough et al. 2004). In degraded sites, managed grazing by 73	

domestic stock and controlled burning can potentially assist the species persistence 74	

through the control of exotic pasture species and maintenance of low biomass 75	

(O'Dwyer & Attiwill 2000). However, management by stock and fire in locations 76	

adjacent to human populations is contentious because of real and perceived risks to 77	

human health, lives and property (Gibbons et al. 2012). There is some evidence that 78	

the physical structure and design of dwellings may provide habitat for known non-79	

native predators of the golden sun-moth (e.g. the common mynah Acridotheres 80	



tristis) and increased predation may adversely affect golden sun-moth population 81	

persistence in urban environments (Australian Government 2009).  82	

Conventional management actions include measures to improve golden sun-moth 83	

habitat quality through reestablishment of native grasses, weed and biomass 84	

removal, and measures to reduce the mortality of golden sun-moth adults through 85	

predation control. However, these ‘conventional actions’ may not be sufficient on 86	

their own in a landscape where remnant habitats co-occur with the urban matrix. 87	

Biodiversity sensitive urban design proposes a series of key principles aimed at 88	

enhancing biodiversity at the site level, by improving the viability of native species 89	

and ecosystems (Garrard et al. in review). These may involve design measures to 90	

improve remnant native habitat through sympathetic management of private 91	

gardens, installations that mitigate adverse impacts such as buffer zones, 92	

management techniques that reduce human disturbance at important times such as 93	

sanctuary periods, and initiatives to enhance human-nature interactions with 94	

community engagement and education.  95	

Active management is therefore an important component of sustaining golden sun-96	

moth population viability. However, there are few empirical data on cause-effect 97	

linkages between the species demographic variables and conventional and 98	

biodiversity sensitive urban design management actions. We therefore turn to expert 99	

knowledge and knowledge engineering (Korb & Nicholson 2011) to (1) synthesise in 100	

a formal model, current understanding of key determinants of golden sun-moth 101	

population viability at sites experiencing urbanising pressure; (2) quantify the nature 102	

and strength of cause-effect relationships between these factors using expert 103	

knowledge; and (3) use the resultant model to assess expectations of golden sun-104	



moth site-level population viability, in response to different combinations of 105	

management actions.  106	

Our approach was driven by the need to deliver conservation-orientated 107	

management solutions for a listed ‘critically endangered’ data-deficient Australian 108	

insect species that coincides with human populations. Management actions aimed at 109	

preserving the golden sun-moth in southeastern Australian peri-urban grassland 110	

ecosystems may synergistically contribute to the protection of other threatened 111	

grassland species (e.g. striped legless lizard Delma impar, matted flax-lily Dianella 112	

amoena, spiny rice-flower Pimelea spinescens spinescens) as well as the Natural 113	

Temperate Grasslands of the Victorian Volcanic Plain, which are themselves 114	

critically endangered (Australian Government 2011). We are also motivated to 115	

improve threatened species evaluation and policy processes by incorporating 116	

structured expert opinion and exploring uncertainty, as urban landscapes are 117	

undervalued and highly significant locations for such species (Ives et al. 2016). 118	

METHODS 119	

Modelling framework 120	

We used a Bayesian Belief Network modelling framework to represent the viability of 121	

golden sun-moth under different management scenarios. Bayesian Belief Networks 122	

(Pearl 1988; Korb & Nicholson 2011) are graphical probabilistic models for reasoning 123	

under uncertainty. Bayesian Belief Networks consist of a set of nodes that represent 124	

the salient variables in the system of interest. Uncertainty is represented by 125	

specifying probability distributions for the node variables (which can be continuous or 126	

discrete). Arcs (or arrows) indicate where conditional dependencies exist between 127	

‘parent’ (denoted pa(X)) and ‘child’ (denoted P(X)) nodes. For each variable, all 128	



relevant (and mutually exclusive states) are defined. Each child node has a 129	

conditional probability table that quantifies the probabilistic effects that parent nodes 130	

have on it, that is, P(X|pa(X)). 131	

The graphical network of nodes and arcs expresses the chain of logic or causal 132	

argument that links variables to outcomes. When the graphical structure is fully 133	

specified, the conditional probability tables parameterised, and the Bayesian Belief 134	

Network is compiled, it can be used for predictive reasoning about the system. Users 135	

can set the values of any combination of nodes in the network. This ‘evidence’, e, 136	

propagates through the network producing a new posterior probability distribution 137	

(P(X|e)) for each node in the network. In the Bayesian Belief Network modelling 138	

software that we use (Netica, version 5.18, Norsys Software Corporation), a number 139	

of efficient exact and approximate inference algorithms are available for performing 140	

this belief updating. A particular benefit of Bayesian Belief Networks is that 141	

knowledge and data from multiple sources such as theoretical insight, empirical data, 142	

output from statistical or process models and expert judgements can be used to 143	

construct the graphical structure and parameterise the conditional probability tables 144	

(Cain 2001).  145	

Model development 146	

The goal was to capture the key factors that influence the population viability of 147	

golden sun-moth at sites experiencing urbanising pressure. The three main tasks are 148	

selection and definition of variables, specification of the Bayesian Belief Network 149	

graphical structure (i.e. network of nodes and arcs) and construction of conditional 150	

probability tables for each node. We developed a first-cut Bayesian Belief Network 151	



using a review of the literature. We then used an expert workshop to revise the 152	

model and parameterise the conditional probability tables for each node. 153	

We searched for ‘golden sun-moth’ and ‘golden sun moth’ in the Web of Knowledge, 154	

Scopus and Google Scholar (April 2014). From this literature, we identified key 155	

variables that influence the population viability of golden sun-moth and their putative 156	

cause-and-effect relationships. We also incorporated five biodiversity sensitive urban 157	

design features, namely ‘Ecological buffer zone’, ‘Fire buffer zone’, ‘Clean 158	

construction’, ‘Viewing platforms’ and ‘Sanctuary periods’, as we wanted to 159	

investigate their influence on golden sun-moth population viability. These features 160	

were chosen as they adhere to the key principles for biodiversity sensitive urban 161	

design (i.e. maintain or introduce habitat, facilitate dispersal, minimise threats and 162	

anthropogenic disturbances, facilitate natural ecological processes, and facilitate 163	

positive human-nature interactions). Some of these have also been previously 164	

assessed by Garrard et al. (in review) in a study involving the persistence of the 165	

native temperate grasslands of the Victorian Volcanic Plain. The first-cut Bayesian 166	

Belief Network and the literature used to develop it are given in Figure A1 167	

(Supporting Information). In developing this literature-based Bayesian Belief 168	

Network, we took care to apply the following recommendations given in Marcot et al. 169	

(2006), Korb & Nicholson (2011) and Chen & Pollino (2012): (1) the number of 170	

parent nodes to any given child node was kept to three or less; (2) a balance 171	

between parsimony and precision was sought when deciding on the number of 172	

necessary discrete states within each node; and (3) continuous correlates were 173	

discretised as appropriate. As the joint probabilistic effects of parents on child nodes 174	

were to be assessed by experts, these guidelines help to ensure that the structure 175	

did not impose a heavy cognitive burden on the assessment task.  176	



We refined the literature-based Bayesian Belief Network and populated the 177	

conditional probability tables in a one-day workshop involving five specialists with 178	

expertise in golden sun-moth ecology and conservation, in July 2014. The experts 179	

included an academic with decades of entomological research experience, a 180	

research entomologist at a leading government agency and environmental 181	

consultants with extensive field experience in golden sun-moth survey protocols. All 182	

experts had authored one or more peer-reviewed publications and/or reports in 183	

which the main focus of research had been the golden sun-moth. Prior to the 184	

workshop, the experts received a training document, in which they were provided 185	

with information on the facilitators, the workshop’s goals, biodiversity sensitive urban 186	

design principles and expert elicitation methodologies. 187	

During the workshop, the five experts (ASK, ALY, BB, JU & TRN), supported by 188	

three facilitators (BCW, GEG & LM), established the spatial and temporal context for 189	

the Bayesian Belief Network model that would be built. It was agreed that the model 190	

would focus on grassland patches of 10-20 hectares, located in areas about to be 191	

disturbed by urban development. The model timeframe was set to 1-3 years, since it 192	

is presently unclear whether the golden sun-moth life cycle takes one, two or three 193	

years to complete (New 2012). An agreement was also reached to work exclusively 194	

with input variables that could be modified through management. Consequently, 195	

environmental variables such as temperature, though important, were excluded. 196	

Instead, we assumed ‘average’ temperature conditions for the modelling exercise. 197	

After agreeing on the modelling context, the experts were given a detailed model 198	

walkthrough of the literature-based Bayesian Belief Network. This formed the starting 199	

point for discussions about candidate output, intermediate and input variables; 200	

exactly what each represented, how they ought to be described and defined, and 201	



how they related to any parent or child variables. Using the Bayesian Belief Network 202	

modelling software, Netica (version 5.18, Norsys Software Corporation), 203	

modifications to the model’s structure were incorporated and removed dynamically 204	

by the facilitators as the discussion proceeded. After multiple rounds of discussions, 205	

experts and facilitators agreed on a consensus Bayesian Belief Network that they felt 206	

was a good representation of current knowledge about key influences on the 207	

population viability of the golden sun-moth.  208	

Parameterisation of the peer-reviewed Bayesian Belief Network using expert 209	

knowledge 210	

The strength of the relationships between conditionally dependent variables in the 211	

graphical model was assessed and parameterised using expert elicitation. We 212	

followed the guidelines provided in Kuhnert et al. (2010), Martin et al. (2012) and 213	

McBride & Burgman (2012) to design the process by which knowledge was elicited 214	

from the experts. Prior to running the elicitation to parameterise the golden sun-moth 215	

model, the experts completed a practice run to familiarise themselves with the task 216	

of conditional probability table assessment. We also used a percentage scale (0-217	

100) rather than a probability scale (0-1), as research suggests that people find 218	

probabilities difficult to understand and reason with (Gigerenzer & Hoffrage 1995). 219	

Each expert completed all the conditional probability tables in the model 220	

independently and privately, resulting in five parameterised Bayesian Belief 221	

Networks. We also created a combined consensus model by pooling individual node 222	

conditional probability table judgements through simple averaging.          223	

Model evaluation 224	



The individual expert models as well as the final combined model were evaluated 225	

using two types of sensitivity analysis: sensitivity to evidence and sensitivity to 226	

changes in parameters. Sensitivity to evidence tells us how much a finding at one 227	

node will likely change the beliefs at another (the so-called ‘query’ node). We used 228	

this to identify which variables have the greatest influence on the output node 229	

‘Change in golden sun-moth population’. In Netica, the ‘sensitivity to findings’ 230	

function uses entropy reduction (measured in bits) to measure the effect of one 231	

variable on another. The greater the entropy reduction value associated with a 232	

findings node, the greater its influence on the query node.   233	

In this study, the outcome of greatest concern was when the ‘Change in golden sun-234	

moth population’ variable, was in the state ‘Decline’. We therefore conducted our 235	

sensitivity to changes in parameters analysis with specific reference to this outcome. 236	

This involved noting the posterior probability of this outcome, as the state of each 237	

node in the Bayesian Belief Network was altered between its minimum and 238	

maximum range (Pollino et al. 2007, Korb & Nicholson 2011). This analysis can tell 239	

us for which variables, greater precision in estimation would be useful.  240	

Finally we also undertook scenario-based evaluation to examine the expected 241	

‘Change in golden sun-moth population’ associated with a series of scenarios of 242	

management interest.  243	

The .neta extension ‘Netica Bayesian Belief Network’ files containing the necessary 244	

expert-parameterised conditional probability tables to re-run the analyses are 245	

provided in the online Supporting Information.     246	

External review 247	



As a means of further evaluating the consensus model, we sought external peer-248	

review (Marcot et al. 2006). We asked the experts who had participated in the 249	

workshop to recommend other suitably qualified golden sun-moth experts. Of the 250	

recommended experts who were contacted, three agreed to assist with the external 251	

peer-review. Either in person or via videoconference, we stepped each expert 252	

individually through the process that led to the consensus model. We asked the 253	

experts for specific feedback on whether: (1) the model variable names and states 254	

were appropriately and adequately defined with respect to the spatial and temporal 255	

scale and specific problem context; (2) the overall graphical structure of the model 256	

was based on sound ecological reasoning; and (3) all important variables had been 257	

included in the model and whether any omissions were justifiable/defensible. The 258	

external reviewers were further requested to provide a ‘reasonableness’ check on 259	

node relationships encoded in the conditional probability tables. The external 260	

reviewers were provided with all workshop outputs, including the ‘Netica Bayesian 261	

Belief Network’ (.neta) files necessary to re-run the analyses. Of the three experts 262	

who were briefed to conduct the external review, two provided feedback (ADT & 263	

GWB). 264	

RESULTS  265	

The consensus Bayesian Belief Network model is composed of 14 nodes and 16 266	

arcs (Fig. 1), and the names, states, descriptions and explanations of all model 267	

variables are summarised in Table 1. The graphical model is structured according to 268	

the main conceptual ideas as follows: 269	



1. The viability of golden sun-moth at urban fringe sites is believed to be strongly 270	

linked to the magnitude of ‘Change in golden sun-moth population’ over a 1-3 271	

year timeframe. 272	

2. The golden sun-moth population includes short-lived adults and larval stages 273	

of variable longevity. In the model therefore, ‘Change in golden sun-moth 274	

population’ depends explicitly on ‘Adult survival’, while the contribution of 275	

larval golden sun-moth stages is represented indirectly by ‘Cover of resource 276	

plants’ and ‘Bare ground cover’ which both influence the survival of the larval 277	

stages.  278	

3. ‘Adult survival’ is affected by whether ‘Predation management’ is implemented 279	

or not. ‘Cover of resource plants’ depends on whether native grasses are re-280	

established and how much weed cover there is in the grassland patch. ‘Bare 281	

ground cover’ which is important for the larval stages is determined by ‘Weed 282	

cover’ and ‘Biomass management type’.  283	

4. ‘Weed cover’ in turn, is driven by the strength of the ‘Weed propagule 284	

pressure’, the amount of nitrogen and phosphorus reaching the grassland 285	

patch (‘Soil inputs’), and whether ‘Weed management’ follows standard 286	

practice or is absent. 287	

5. Construction practices during development (‘Clean construction’) have an 288	

impact on ‘Weed propagule pressure’, as does the type of ‘Buffer zone’. In 289	

addition, the type of ‘Buffer zone’ influences nitrogen and phosphorous inputs 290	

to the site and constrains the ‘Biomass management type’ that can be applied 291	

(e.g. burning to remove excess biomass is infeasible in the absence of a 292	

buffer zone between built environments and a grassland patch).  293	



6. ‘Community engagement’ based around informed discussion of benefits and 294	

risks of biomass management options is expected to increase the 295	

acceptability of burning as a tool.  296	

Entropy reduction values calculated in the sensitivity to evidence analysis allowed us 297	

to produce a ranking of the network variables, in order of influence on the ‘Change in 298	

golden sun-moth population’ query node (Table 2, Table A1 in the online Supporting 299	

Information). 300	

Though there were slight differences in the variables ranked from 2 to 13, experts 301	

were largely and consistently in agreement about the relative importance of 302	

variables. In the combined model, as well as for each expert-parameterised model, 303	

‘Adult survival’ was the variable that most influenced golden sun-moth viability. The 304	

sensitivity analysis indicated that changes to the golden sun-moth population were 305	

most influenced by its parent nodes ‘Adult survival’, ‘Cover of resource plants’ and 306	

‘Bare ground cover’, and least sensitive to the most distal nodes such as the 307	

biodiversity sensitive urban design input nodes ‘Community engagement’, ‘Clean 308	

construction’, and type of ‘Buffer zone’ (Fig. 2). This is not surprising and these 309	

results reflect the logic represented by the graphical structure of the network.  310	

Using the combined Bayesian Belief Network, we examined multiple scenarios to 311	

probe the expected response of golden sun-moth to different sets of management 312	

actions. As a basic check, we corroborated that setting the three most influential 313	

network variables of ‘Adult survival’, ‘Bare ground cover’ and ‘Cover of resource 314	

plants’ to their lowest value shifted the probability mass of ‘Change in golden sun-315	

moth population’ strongly to the ‘Decline’ state. By contrast, a shift in the opposite 316	



direction occurred when these variables were set to their highest values (Table 3 and 317	

Fig. 3).  318	

When the full suite of conventional management options of ‘Predation management’, 319	

‘Weed management’ and ‘Reestablishment of native grasses’ were all set to their 320	

highest values, the most likely state of ‘Change in golden sun-moth population’ was 321	

‘Stable’ (Conventional Management best-case scenario in Table 3). In contrast, 322	

when these options were at their lowest values, the most likely state of ‘Change in 323	

golden sun-moth population’ was ‘Decline’ (Conventional management worst-case 324	

scenario in Table 3). 325	

There is a small difference in the expected outcome when the biodiversity sensitive 326	

urban design variables (i.e. ‘Clean construction’, ‘Buffer zone’ and ‘Community 327	

engagement’) were set to their highest or lowest values (Biodiversity sensitive urban 328	

design best-case scenario and biodiversity sensitive urban design worst-case 329	

scenario in Table 3). In both scenarios, the most likely state is ‘Stable’, and the 330	

difference in probabilities for each of the states ‘Decline’ and ‘Increase’ (between the 331	

two scenarios) was approximately 3%. Enacting all biodiversity sensitive urban 332	

design options in addition to conventional options (i.e. Conventional management + 333	

Biodiversity sensitive urban design best-case scenario) demonstrated some support 334	

for this management approach, with the probability of the ‘Increase’ state of ‘Change 335	

in golden sun-moth population’ increasing from 31.7 to 33.0% (Table 3).   336	

DISCUSSION 337	

The results of our study suggest that adult survival, bare ground cover and cover of 338	

resource plants are the most important variables affecting the viability of golden sun-339	

moth populations, and this corresponds to field evidence for the species collected 340	



across its range (O’Dwyer and Attiwill 1999; Brown et al. 2012; Richter et al. 2013a). 341	

In addition, outputs from the scenario-based evaluations further suggest that a best-342	

case scenario in which all three variables are simultaneously tested at their higher 343	

states has the potential to improve golden sun-moth populations from a stable to 344	

increasing state (i.e. change in population size greater than 25%). By contrast, a 345	

worst-case scenario in which these variables are tested at their lowest states is 346	

predicted to change the state of golden sun-moth populations from stable to 347	

declining (i.e. change in population size greater than -25%). Taken together, these 348	

findings highlight the interacting and pivotal role that management of adult 349	

survivorship, ground cover and food resources have for the conservation of this 350	

species. Actions that are designed to optimise the state of these key population and 351	

habitat variables are predicted to enhance the persistence of golden sun-moth 352	

populations into the future. 353	

When the model variables were assessed individually, our results show adult 354	

survival to be the most influential variable affecting golden sun-moth population 355	

viability. Our model further identified predation management as the single-most 356	

important controllable variable influencing adult survival. Management of introduced 357	

predators is particular important given that naturally co-occurring species, such as 358	

the striped legless lizard Delma impar (Kutt et al. 1998), also prey on golden sun-359	

moths. These findings suggest that management and urban design that a) minimises 360	

the degradation of native vegetation and b) reduces human-made structures that 361	

could facilitate species predation on the golden sun-moth, are key. The Australian 362	

Government impact assessment guidelines for the golden sun-moth, for example, 363	

indicate that moth predation by insectivorous birds (e.g. willie wagtail Rhipidura 364	

leucophrys) may be avoided or mitigated by limiting the availability of nesting and 365	



breeding structures and by designing fences that allow passage of adult golden sun-366	

moth while simultaneously limiting perching surfaces (Australian Government 2009). 367	

The cover of resource plants was the second most influential variable affecting the 368	

population viability of the golden sun-moth. This variable in turn was most strongly 369	

affected by the extent of weed cover and the implementation of management actions 370	

aimed at the re-establishment of native grasses. Understanding of the full range of 371	

consumable plants for larval golden sun-moth, and of the optimal density, condition 372	

and species of these, is still very incomplete – but the critical importance of larval 373	

food plants in site restoration to support and enhance golden sun-moth populations 374	

underpins practical conservation management for the moth. Threshold density of a 375	

key host plant, Rytidosperma erianthum, was assessed experimentally at Mt. Piper 376	

(Broadford, Victoria) by combining weeding with the planting of seedlings (O'Dwyer & 377	

Attiwill 2000). The elimination of competition from weeds provided significant benefit, 378	

and sites with golden sun-moth had Rytidosperma cover of >40 %, a level 379	

subsequently cited as a target threshold for site quality.  380	

A major alien invader of grassland sites, Chilean needle grass Nassella neesiana, is 381	

a declared noxious weed – with an obligation to eradicate it wherever it is found. It 382	

occurs on many grasslands occupied by golden sun-moth, and large moth 383	

populations have been found on grassland patches comprised entirely of Nassella 384	

(Richter et al. 2013a). Pupal case surveys implied a close association with the weed, 385	

endorsing earlier suppositions (Gilmore et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2012) that Nassella 386	

may be a supplementary or primary food for golden sun-moth larvae in Victoria, 387	

where the native grass species have been reduced or eliminated. This presents a 388	

clear conservation dilemma, the conflict between the legal requirement to eliminate 389	

or prevent the spread of a declared noxious weed and its potential role as a key food 390	



source for a critically endangered moth species in degraded grassland patches in 391	

which alternative, native, food plants are sparse. The relative priority of weed control 392	

versus golden sun-moth population management should be context-specific for each 393	

individual grassland patch. 394	

Bare ground cover was found to be the third most important variable influencing 395	

golden sun-moth population viability, and this variable was directly affected by weed 396	

cover and biomass management type. The golden sun-moth prefers an open 397	

tussock structure with sparse inter-tussock spaces (O'Dwyer & Attiwill 2000; Gilmore 398	

et al. 2008; Australian Government 2009), and patches of bare ground may be 399	

important during various stages of their lifecycle, especially reproduction. Females 400	

are semi-flightless and, after emerging from the pupa, they tend to remain on the 401	

ground, flashing their brightly-coloured hindwings from a conspicuous location to 402	

attract low-flying patrolling males (Australian Government 2009). Areas of bare 403	

ground, often covered by bryophytes, may also be an indication of native grasslands 404	

in good condition (Australian Government 2011). For example, Themeda-dominated 405	

grasslands without appropriate biomass control may form a thick thatch of vegetation 406	

that chokes out other native species (Morgan & Lunt 1999). With biomass reduction, 407	

competitive exclusion may be prevented, allowing the growth of grasses preferred by 408	

golden sun-moth, such as Austrostipa and Rytidosperma. Grasslands of low 409	

biomass and dominated by golden sun-moth preferred grasses were historically 410	

maintained by grazing by native herbivores and periodic fire (Dorrough et al. 2004), 411	

and such ‘natural’ disturbance would be considered optimal for controlling biomass. 412	

In degraded sites, controlled grazing by domestic stock has assisted in the control of 413	

exotic pasture species (O'Dwyer & Attiwill 2000). However, grazing by heavy stock 414	

can lead to increased soil compaction and decreased water infiltration, and soils in 415	



pastures that are even lightly grazed may eventually reach the same compacted 416	

state as heavily-grazed pastures (Greenwood & McKenzie 2001).  417	

The contentious and difficult social problems created by grazing and fire 418	

management actions in locations adjacent to human populations, including the 419	

potential for loss of property (Gibbons et al. 2012), has led to suggestions that other 420	

management solutions such as slashing, mowing and weed spraying to control grass 421	

biomass and weed species might be more appropriate in an urban setting (Australian 422	

Government 2009). However, land managers need to recognise the potential 423	

impacts of these alternative solutions. For example, compressive and 424	

sliding/shearing forces by the wheels of agricultural vehicles, particularly when soils 425	

are damp, are principal causes of soil compaction (Batey 2009). Much also remains 426	

to be learnt about the effects of herbicides in natural ecosystems, particularly their 427	

impacts on insects and other invertebrates (Pratt et al. 1997). 428	

Our results suggest that amongst the variables included in our model, those 429	

representing biodiversity sensitive urban design (i.e. clean construction, an 430	

appropriate buffer zone and community engagement) were individually and 431	

collectively unlikely to exert a large influence over the viability of golden sun-moth 432	

populations. This was anticipated, as these variables are indirect actions, located 433	

furthest from the output node in the model. However, we recommend a cautious 434	

approach to interpreting these findings. Biodiversity sensitive urban design aims to 435	

mitigate the severe impacts of urbanisation on biodiversity by improving the in situ 436	

viability of native species and ecosystems (Garrard et al. in review). This is in 437	

contrast to common approaches to compensate for biodiversity and habitat losses in 438	

urban areas via off-site offsets. Offsetting is unlikely to achieve net positive 439	

outcomes for biodiversity (Bekessy et al. 2010), particularly in the case of critically 440	



endangered ecosystems where available offset sites are limited (Gordon et al. 2011). 441	

The assessment of the influence of biodiversity sensitive urban design on species 442	

viability requires the integration of social and ecological variables, for example, to 443	

determine in this case the extent to which engagement with the community may 444	

indirectly influence bare ground cover by improving understanding of and support for 445	

specific biomass control measures such as fuel reduction burns. Existing research 446	

and evidence for these relationships is scarce, even when compared to the paucity 447	

of ecological information for data-deficient species like the golden sun-moth. 448	

Perhaps either our model or the domain experts that parameterised it was/were 449	

overly cautious about the potential benefits of biodiversity sensitive urban design. 450	

The potential of biodiversity sensitive urban design actions to mitigate in situ the 451	

detrimental impacts of poorly-planned urban development remains to be fully 452	

empirically tested.  453	

The results from our study highlight how expert knowledge may be a valuable 454	

component of conservation management, especially in addressing uncertainty 455	

around conservation decisions when empirical data are lacking. However, it is 456	

important to acknowledge that our model is a literature-based, expert-judged 457	

approximation of the causal web of key correlates affecting the population viability of 458	

the golden sun-moth, and expert judgements are not without their biases. While a 459	

group of experts is likely to be less biased than any given individual (Burgman et al. 460	

2011), experts within a narrow domain are not wholly independent from each other, 461	

because they tend to source knowledge from a similar literature, and often share 462	

similar beliefs. Arguably, a more accurate representation could be achieved by 463	

generating the model using data derived from empirical studies; however, in our 464	

case, few empirical data exists. Therefore, when pressing conservation actions are 465	



warranted and empirical data are lacking, structured expert judgements become 466	

critical in supporting decisions that may help ameliorate extinction risks faced by 467	

threatened species. When experts make judgements within their domain of 468	

expertise, and when those judgements are elicited and aggregated in a transparent 469	

and repeatable way using approaches that mitigate common biases such as group 470	

think and halo effects, their judgements are almost certainly better than the 471	

alternative: i.e. relying on no evidence or opaque and unstructured lay estimates to 472	

make decisions (Aspinall 2010, Burgman et al. 2011). If poorly formulated, those 473	

decisions could have strong detrimental impacts on the focal species.  474	

There were several important limitations of the study including issues raised by the 475	

external experts who reviewed the model. We examined the causal web of key 476	

correlates affecting the viability of golden sun-moth populations in city fringe 477	

grasslands prior to hypothetical disturbance by urban development, and hence our 478	

results do not necessarily extend beyond this particular context. For example, our 479	

modelling approach does not incorporate variables that are beyond our control, 480	

notably abiotic environmental variables such as temperature and precipitation. 481	

Focusing exclusively on drivers of golden sun-moth viability for which there are 482	

potential management solutions might be an issue, most notably when the golden 483	

sun-moth is expected to do poorly as a consequence of the strong influence of an 484	

abiotic environmental factor (e.g. extreme temperatures). The challenge remaining, 485	

then, will be to incorporate the interactive effects of abiotic environmental and 486	

management variables to better understand the effect of the former on the efficacy of 487	

the latter.  488	

Bayesian Belief Networks can also be extended to explicitly aid decision-making by 489	

including decision nodes to represent specific choices and utility nodes to measure 490	



the cost of particular choices as well as the value of predicted outcomes. Future 491	

investigations could benefit from addressing other important issues relevant to 492	

golden sun-moth conservation such as habitat contraction and degradation outside 493	

urban environments, habitat heterogeneity and its influence on population fluctuation 494	

and survivorship (Kutt et al. 2015) and the potential impacts of climate change. 495	

Although we strived to elucidate and include all relevant variables and links (given 496	

the constraints to minimise probability elicitation and unnecessary uncertainty 497	

propagation), the external experts considered that the model may have been more 498	

informative if it had included further management impacts such as compaction and 499	

spraying. Other variables, such as ‘commercial or government investment’ or ‘land 500	

acquisition’, would also be good to include in future iterations of the model. The 501	

external reviewers indicated that ‘biomass management’ (i.e. slashing, grazing and 502	

burning) may warrant separation into distinct actions, since the effect of each 503	

approach on structure and floristics may vary, and all three methods would not be 504	

used together in one location, or at least not simultaneously.  505	

CONCLUSIONS 506	

The golden sun-moth is a critically endangered species that occurs in urban fringe 507	

areas that will experience substantial future development. Management of this 508	

species requires tools to help make sound conservation management and planning 509	

decisions in the face of complex socio-ecological processes and substantial 510	

uncertainty. Our findings are relevant at multiple levels. First, our results may be 511	

applied to the management of the golden sun-moth in urban environments as they 512	

indicate the important role of adult survival, bare soil cover and cover of resource 513	

plants for the population viability of the species. Second, we investigated the 514	

potential of biodiversity sensitive urban design as a complementary measure to 515	



conventional management for this species, and demonstrate some support for this 516	

approach; the in-situ nature of this approach contrasts with typical urban design 517	

scenarios that seek to offset biodiversity from areas to be developed and forgo 518	

onsite values. Finally, our study provides a good example of structured elicitation 519	

and aggregation of expert knowledge to address uncertainty around conservation 520	

decisions when ecological data are lacking. 521	
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Table 1 Nodes of the final peer-reviewed Bayesian Belief Network representing the 
causal web of key correlates affecting the population viability of the golden sun-moth 
Synemon plana in southeastern Australian peri-urban grassland ecosystems. 
Node Type States Description Importance 
Output node 
Change in 
golden sun-
moth 
population 

C Decline (> -25%) 
Stable (-25% – 25%) 
Increase (> 25%) 

Percentage 
inter-annual 
variation in 
population size.  

A strong 
indicator of the 
viability of the 
population.  

Intermediate nodes 
Adult survival D Below average 

Average 
Above average 

Probability that 
adult individuals 
will survive at 
least into 
reproductive 
stage. 

Linked to higher 
rates of female 
oviposition.  

Bare ground 
cover 

C Low (< 15%) 
Average (15 – 25%) 
High (> 25%) 

Percentage of 
grassland not 
covered by 
vegetation.  

The species 
immature stages 
develop in the 
ground.  

Biomass 
management 
type 

D Absent 
Slashing 
Grazing 
Burning 

Method used to 
manage the 
grassland’s 
excess 
biomass. 

Removal of 
excess biomass 
prevents 
sprouting of non-
resource plant 
species.  

Cover of 
resource 
plants 

C Low (< 10%) 
Average (10 – 30%) 
High (> 30%) 

Percentage of 
grassland 
covered by 
resource plant 
species. 

Resource plants 
are critical for 
the species to 
feed and 
reproduce. 

Soil inputs D Low 
Average 
High 

Amount of 
external 
nitrogen and 
phosphorous 
reaching the 
grassland. 

Higher rates of 
nitrogen and 
phosphorous will 
favour weed 
establishment.  

Weed cover C Low (< 15%) 
Average (15 – 75%) 
High (> 75%) 

Percentage of 
grassland 
covered by 
weed plant 
species. 

Weeds compete 
directly with 
resource plants 
whilst reducing 
bare ground 
cover. 

Weed 
propagule 
pressure 

D Low 
Average 
High 

Amount of weed 
seeds reaching 
the grassland 
from adjacent 
areas.  

Linked to higher 
rates of weed 
establishment. 

Input nodes 
Conventional management actions 
Predation 
management 

D Not implemented 
Implemented 

Actions taken to 
prevent adult 
mortality by 

Preventing 
predation is 
associated with 



 626	

 627	

non-native 
predators. 

higher rates of 
adult survival.  

Reestablishme
nt of native 
grasses 

D Not implemented 
Implemented 

Actions taken to 
increase the 
amount of 
native grasses 
present in the 
grassland. 

Reestablishing 
native grasses is 
associated with 
higher densities 
of resource 
plants.  

Weed 
management 

D Absent 
Standard 

Actions taken to 
remove weeds 
from the 
grassland. 

Weed removal is 
linked to a 
decrease in 
weed cover. 

Biodiversity sensitive urban design actions  
Buffer zone D Absent  

Impervious 
Pervious 

Establishment 
of either 
impervious 
(e.g., street) or 
pervious (e.g., 
vegetated) 
surface 
buffering the 
grassland from 
the 
development.  

A buffer zone 
may reduce the 
likelihood of 
nutrient runoff 
spilling from the 
developed area 
into the 
grassland. 

Clean 
construction 

D Not implemented 
Implemented 

Actions taken to 
minimise the 
introductions of 
weed seeds 
during 
development. 

Linked to a 
decrease in 
weed propagule 
pressure. 

Community 
engagement 

D Absent 
Present 

Actions taken to 
educate the 
community on 
the pros and 
contras of 
conventional 
biomass 
management 
actions. 

Associated with 
an increase 
likelihood of 
accepting 
burning as a 
safe option to 
managed the 
grassland’s 
excess biomass.  

C: Continuous; D: Discrete 
 


